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Bloomingdale's  is  launching a subscription service. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

Department store chain Bloomingdale's is set to debut its own rental subscription service, becoming the first luxury
retailer to enter the increasingly competitive space.

Although other high-end retailers have linked up with subscription services or partnered with secondhand resellers,
this marks the first time a traditional bricks-and-mortar brand is merging the two. Interest in subscription services
and secondhand apparel is on the rise, particularly among millennials who look to balance convenience with
sustainability.

"It's  a great time for Bloomingdale's to launch My List as customers are gearing up to refresh their fall and winter
wardrobes with the latest styles," said Terri Pucin, senior consultant at FitForCommerce, New York. "I expect that
Bloomingdale's will be able to offer excellent trend curation with their list of brands, so it will be easy for customers
to try the latest looks without a large investment."

Ms. Pucin is not affiliated with Bloomingdale's, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Bloomingdale's was
reached for comment.

My List
Branded as "My List at Bloomingdale's," the retailer's online subscription rental service is expected to launch in
mid-September, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Initially, My List will be dedicated to women's wear, with a variety of trendy fall apparel, workwear and more casual,
everyday pieces.

Items will be added to My List on a weekly basis, sourced from brands such as J Brand and Bloomingdale's private
labels Aqua and Lini.
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Subscribers can curate their Lists online. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

Subscribers are charged a monthly fee of $149, and they can rent up to four pieces at a time. Shoppers can also
purchase any items they receive, and there is no limit to how long or how frequently they can hold on to a batch of
clothes.

There is no styling service component. Instead, subscribers can create a list of the apparel they are interested in
renting.

According to WWD, Bloomingdale's will thoroughly clean and inspect each piece of clothing between uses.

My List functions most similarly to online disruptor Rent the Runway, which launched its own subscription service in
2016.

"Unlimited" grants subscribers access to a virtual closet stocked with designer wardrobe items for a flat monthly fee
that includes shipping, cleaning and insurance (see story).

Rent the Runway also partnered with department store chain Nordstrom to make apparel rentals more convenient for
customers.

Rent the Runway introduced one of the first rental subscriptions. Image credit: Rent the Runway

Nordstrom is fitting four of its  Los Angeles stores with drop-off boxes that allow Rent the Runway customers to drop
off rentals for return. For Nordstrom, this could mean potential added sales by bringing consumers in stores, where
they can browse and complete impulse purchases or interact with personal stylists (see story).

Neiman Marcus similarly teamed with Rent the Runway on a shop-in-shop at its  San Francisco store, which let
consumers browse, rent and return merchandise (see story).

In addition, Nordstrom has long been committed to subscription services, having acquired Trunk Club in 2014. A
"try-and-buy" service, Trunk Club's personal stylists pick out apparel for its stylish consumers based on profiles,
rather than having them shop themselves (see story).

Mass-market retailers, including URBN's Anthropologie, Free People and Urban Outfitters, have launched their own
subscription rental businesses to varying degrees of success.

Consumers and convenience
Subscription services meet the needs of time-poor consumers, who may not always be able to research and shop the
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latest trends.

Two-thirds of shoppers report buying less in an effort to maintain a clean, organized lifestyle, according to the
"Future of Retail 2019" report from Walker Sands Communications. As a result of this minimalist mentality,
consumers are also more willing to rent goods.

In the past year, 49 percent of all consumers have rented at least one type of product, including 65 percent of
consumers between 18 and 35 years old. Seventeen percent have rented clothing.

Although less than 10 percent of consumers currently use "try-and-buy" services such as Stitch Fix or Trunk Club, 31
percent of respondents expressed interest in trying these services within the next year (see story).

Net-A-Porter is among those updating its "try-before-you-buy" service, featuring curated at-home shopping
consultations for their most loyal customers, reflecting the growing emphasis on convenience and service. Through
"Style Trial," Net-A-Porter's "Extremely Important People" have a seven-day period to try up to 30 different pieces of
apparel before purchasing (see story).

Bloomingdale's My List also appeals to consumers interested in the circular economy, and extending the lifecycle
of apparel.

Secondhand luxury is thriving, as both aspirational and existing luxury shoppers turn to pre-owned merchandise for
economic and environmental reasons.

According to The RealReal, the Gen Z consumer is an early adopter of consignment and the "lifecycle of luxury,"
preferring secondhand Chanel, Herms and Louis Vuitton goods, making the resale market an opportunity for brand
discovery (see story).

"My List could especially be a great strategy for Bloomingdale's to attract younger shoppers, who are more used to
subscription rental service models and always exploring the next new trend," FitForCommerce's Ms. Pucin said.
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